The MA Program in Philosophy at the University of Florida

- A rigorous curriculum in core areas of philosophy with a supportive community of faculty and graduate students
- Funding is available for MA students: Teaching Assistantships with tuition waiver and annual stipend
- Teaching Assistants are assigned (shared) office space
- MA students organize and participate in the annual Southeast Graduate Philosophy Conference
- Students without a BA in Philosophy but with significant background and interest are invited to apply

How to apply
www.phil.ufl.edu/grad.html?page=prospective

More information
www.phil.ufl.edu/grad/grad-program.html

Questions?
Contact the Graduate Coordinator grad.coord@phil.ufl.edu

Philosophy Faculty at UF

Jaime Ahlberg (PhD, Wisconsin-Madison) Assistant Professor
  Ethical Theory, Political Philosophy, Philosophy of Education
Thomas Auxter (PhD, Bryn Mawr) Associate Professor
  Modern Philosophy, Ethics
John Biro (PhD, Syracuse) Professor
  Modern Philosophy, Philosophy of Language, Metaphysics
Robert D’Amico (PhD, SUNY Buffalo) Professor
  Continental Philosophy, Philosophy of Social Science
Stewart Duncan (PhD, Rutgers) Associate Professor
  Modern Philosophy
Chuang Liu (PhD, Pittsburgh) Professor
  Philosophy of Physics, Philosophy of Science

John Palmer (PhD, Princeton) Professor
  Ancient Philosophy
Greg Ray (PhD, UC Berkeley) Associate Professor
  Philosophical Logic, Metaphysics, Philosophy of Language
Jennifer J. Rothschild (PhD, Univ Chicago) Assistant Professor
  Ethical Theory, Political Philosophy, Gender Studies
Nathan Rothschild (PhD, Univ Chicago) Lecturer
  Ancient Philosophy, Moral Psychology, Continental Philosophy
Peter Westmoreland (PhD, UC Irvine) Lecturer
  Modern Philosophy, Rousseau, Continental Philosophy
Gene Witmer (PhD, Rutgers) Associate Professor
  Metaphysics, Philosophy of Mind
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